
Articulation and 
Instructions

Different articulation and instructions in music



What is articulation in music?  

• Articulation is the way that we choose to play notes, rhythms, or phrases. How we play them 
makes a huge difference to how they sound.

• There are often instructions in written music to guide us.

- We might have to play a phrase with a smooth and flowing sound. 

(Look out for the Italian word legato, meaning smoothly.)

- We might have to play a phrase with a short, and bouncy sound.

(Look out for the Italian word staccato, meaning short and detached.)



Have a listen 

Listen to the music on this video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qrKjywjo7Q

What do you notice about the articulation?

• The notes are very flowing and smooth 
(legato).

• The full length of the bow is carefully used, 
which helps to make the flowing sound.

• You might notice that there are often more 
slurs in smooth music.

(A slur is when we play two or more notes, 
smoothly in one bow direction.)

Listen to the music on this video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-TAO7U6rtg

What do you notice about the articulation?

• The notes are very bouncy, fast and detached.

• A very short amount of bow length is used, 
which helps the bow move quickly.

• You might notice that there are often staccato 
markings in pieces with very short notes.

(The staccato dots reminds us to play the notes 
with a very short, detached sound.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qrKjywjo7Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-TAO7U6rtg


Common articulation instructions
• Tenuto – When we play a note for its full length. 

(This helps make a broad sound.)

• Staccato - When we play the note with a short sound.

(This helps create a bouncy feel.)

• Legato – When we play the notes with a smooth sound.

(This helps create a flowing sound.)

• Cantabile – When we play in a singing style.

(The result can sound very melodic. Can you imagine how a singer would sing the tune?)

• Accents – Notes can be marked with different accent signs. One of the most common is a triangle-shaped 
line pointing to the right, which is marked above the note. It means that we play the note in a stronger, 
perhaps louder, or more sudden way.

(This makes the note stand out more, building a strong, energetic sound.)

• Phrase marks – A phrase in music is similar to a phrase in words. The phrase can make sense on its own. 
Longer slur markings are sometimes used to show phrases in music.

(This can help to show a question and answer structure to the music, and help us better understand it.)



Conclusion

• Different people may choose to play the same piece of music with a different 
articulation.

See if you can hear different performers playing the same piece of music. Does one 
performer play the notes in a different way to the other?

• Articulation can be thought of like brush strokes on a painting. We can paint with 
delicate strokes, quick dabs, flowing curves, sharp angles, watery dashes or even 
heavy splodges. The list is endless!

• Your mission - Enjoy listening to lots of music. How would you describe the 
articulation?

• Bonus mission – Can you spot what performers do to change their articulation? It 
could be that they change the way they use their bow. 


